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Abstract

We use Distributional Semantics Models (DSMs) derived from
images and natural sounds to inspect the relation between per-
ceptual information and semantics in congenitally blind sub-
jects. Using parallel feature norms collected from blind and
sighted subjects, together with newly devised models that en-
code visual and acoustic information in DSMs, we ran two ex-
periments to test whether the lack of direct perceptual informa-
tion has an impact on conceptual representation and whether
possible compensations based on another modality can play
a role and attenuate the impact of the sensory deprivation.
The reported evidence suggests that the two populations en-
code conceptual representations differently, with visual infor-
mation better explaining the sighted subjects’ semantics space
and acoustic information doing better with blind subjects. We
discuss the experimental results in the light of embodied cog-
nition theories.

Introduction
Distributional Semantics Models (DSMs) are a widely used
class of methods in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
rely upon the distributional hypothesis, according to which
the meaning of a word can be approximated by the linguis-
tic contexts in which it occurs in natural language (Firth,
1957). Words are represented as numerical vectors quanti-
fying their occurrence in textual contexts consisting in other
words or linguistic structures. Concepts are projected onto
high-dimensional vectorial spaces (Turney & Pantel, 2010;
Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) and their
semantic relations can be effectively quantified as a function
of their distance in such a space. Lenci (2008) suggested that
DSMs are not only useful to improve NLP tasks, but can also
offer useful insights about the cognitive processes involving
semantics and concept representation, in line with the work
on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, (Landauer & Dumais,
1997)). Lately, distributional methods have been successfully
applied to other types of data than text, such as images (Bruni,
Tran, & Baroni, 2014; Lazaridou, Bruni, & Baroni, 2014),
sounds (Kiela & Clark, 2015; Lopopolo & van Miltenburg,
2015) and smells (Kiela, Bulat, & Clark, 2015) in order to
explore the possibility of grounding corpus-based DSMs in
multimodal information.

Different theories of semantic representations put differ-
ent emphasis on the importance of modality-specific percep-
tual information, ranging from fully unembodied, amodal to
fully modal, embodied theories (see Meteyard, Cuadrado,
Bahrami, and Vigliocco (2012) for an excellent review). In

a strongly embodied perspective (Gallese† & Lakoff, 2005),
the same neural substrates are used for perceiving, doing,
imagining and understanding language. A weak embodi-
ment, on the contrary, postulates a role for a certain de-
gree of abstraction in semantic representations (Simmons &
Barsalou, 2003). In line with it, Connolly, Gleitman, and
Thompson-Schill (2007) have provided evidence that, con-
trary to sighted subjects, congenitally blind people do not
use inherently visual information such as color to differen-
tiate across concepts. Nonetheless, they show remarkable
competence about colors, suggesting that such information is
acquired not from first-hand experience, but from linguistic
mediation. In an even sharper opposition to strong embodi-
ment, Mahon and Caramazza (2008) propose that representa-
tions are essentially a-modal, yet in non-arbitrary interaction
with sensory-motor information. Evidence from brain imag-
ing experiments comparing cortical organization of sighted
and early blind subjects support this view by showing that
the structure of semantic representation does not necessarily
require visual experience in order to develop (Mahon, Anzel-
lotti, Schwarzbach, & Caramazza, 2009).

Using DSMs derived from images and sounds, we investi-
gate the extent to which perceptual information can approxi-
mate the relations between concepts in sighted and congeni-
tally blind people. However, in order to gain useful insights
about how semantics is encoded by such computational mod-
els on images and sounds we need to compare to a meaningful
dataset about human semantic representations, that will serve
as a ground truth to evaluate DSMs. To this aim, we decided
to use feature norms obtained for the same set of concepts
from both congenitally blind and sighted people.

If strong embodiment theories are correct, visual informa-
tion should be nearly irrelevant in approximating concept re-
latedness in blind subjects, as for the sighted group, since the
former subjects cannot rely on this source of perceptual in-
formation. On this line, but with opposite expectations, no
difference should emerge between groups when sounds are
used to approximate acoustic semantic description of words,
since acoustic information is available to both groups.

Semantic spaces
Norms space BLIND (Lenci et al., 2013) is a collection of
parallel semantic feature norms collected from native Italian
speakers: 22 congenitally blind subjects and 26 sighted sub-



Table 1: Excerpt of the feature norms dataset from Lenci et al. (2013) and our perceptual coding. See the original paper for
detailed explanations about the dataset.

Group Target Norm:Category Production Perceptual Visual Acoustic
blind apple round:ppe 12 1 1 0
blind dog to bark:eve 5 1 0 1
sighted ship transport:isa 15 0 0 0
sighted cat soft:ppe 1 1 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

jects. The dataset contains descriptions of 50 nouns and 20
verbs, belonging to 14 categories1. The norms were collected
with an oral feature generation task inspired by previous
norming studies (McRae, Cree, Seidenberg, & McNorgan,
2005; Vinson & Vigliocco, 2008). Descriptions were then
transcribed, coded and normalized. In this paradigm, subjects
are presented with a concept and asked to list all the con-
cept’s features that pop to mind, trying to avoid dictionary-
like definitions. The features are recorded and normalized so
that quadruped, has four legs, and other possible synonyms
are mapped to the same feature norm, e.g. four legs, to re-
duce sparsity and correct for idyosincratic phrasing. Feature
norms might then be tagged according to semantic relations
to the target concepts, like holonymy, meronymy and the like.
Feature listing tasks have proven useful to understand which
concepts are more similar and which features make certain
pairs more similar than others (Devereux, Tyler, Geertzen, &
Randall, 2014; McRae et al., 2005), and are used in this study
as a gold-standard to compare DSMs extracted from images
and sounds.

Of all the feature norms in BLIND, we excluded those that
were only produced by only one subject even if for many dif-
ferent concepts (in order to reduce idiosyncratic similarities)
and those that were only produced for one target concept,
because they cannot be used to compute similarities across
concepts. This step was carried out separately for the two
subsets, so that a feature produced by a blind and a sighted
subject was excluded, while one that was produced by two
blind subjects but no sighted ones was kept. The remaining
feature norms were manually annotated by the authors to iso-
late the perceptually salient ones (conflicts between authors
were resolved by consent): feature norms could be labeled
as generally perceptual when they referred to properties that
can be directly experienced through any perceptual modal-
ity (shapes, colors, tastes, smelles, sounds, and so on). If a
feature norm was deemed generally perceptual, it could be
further coded as visual and/or acoustic. Table 1 shows an ex-
cerpt of the dataset we used, including the group variable, the
target concept, the normalized feature with its tag – ppe, for
example, marks perceptual properties –, the production fre-
quency, i.e. how many subjects listed that feature for that tar-

1To our knowledge, this is the only resource that provides feature
norms for congenitally, sensory-deprived subjects and a matching
control group

get concept, and, in the rightmost columns, the binary coding
on the perceptual dimensions. DSMs were created using DIS-
SECT 2 (Dinu, Pham, & Baroni, 2013): target concepts are
rows, feature norms are columns, and the production frequen-
cies are taken as a proxy of the co-occurrence count between
two words in a corpus, since they tells how often a feature is
listed for a concept. Table 2 summarizes the number of fea-
ture norms resulting at the end of the cleaning and tagging
process, to give an idea of how many different properties re-
lated to the target concepts can be used to derive semantic
similarity scores.

Table 2: Number of different features per group, after clean-
ing and tagging.

Blind Sighted
All 1144 1108
Perceptual 129 148
Visual 56 79
Acoustic 28 31

Visual space The visual space consists of a Bag-of-Visual-
Words (BoVW) model (Bruni et al., 2014): it represents con-
cepts as vectors, recording the occurrence of automatically
identified discrete visual features extracted from collections
of annotated images.

First, a visual vocabulary is computed by clustering low
level visual features extracted from a training set of images.
The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004)
was adopted as descriptor throughout the computation of the
visual vocabulary and then the visual space. Clustering was
performed using k-means. The visual vocabulary is then
used to represent each image in the whole dataset as a vec-
tor recording counts of how often each visual word occurs in
it. Finally, a vector representation of a concept in the visual
space is obtained by summing up the (normalized) BoVW
vectors of all images in our collection that are labeled with
the target concept.

The visual space used in this paper was constructed for 39
target concepts, i.e. those that are covered both in BLIND

2http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/composes/toolkit/



and ImageNet3 (Deng et al., 2009), a large-scale collection
of images build on top of the WordNet structure (Miller,
1995). 2730 images (70 per concept, extracted from Ima-
geNet), were used to train the visual vocabulary and for the
encoding of each concept. Given that the feature norms were
collected in Italian, many monosemous target words became
polysemous in the English translation, e.g. bar only means
CAFÉ in Italian, but can also mean STICK in English. To
avoid introducing noise in the semantic representation that
was not there for the subjects, we only collected images from
the synsets corresponding to the Italian meaning, thus ex-
cluding pictures of sticks from the semantic representation
of bars. The number of visual words was set to 512, and
spatial pyramid was used, meaning that each image was di-
vided into four regions and that the occurrence of a visual
word in one region was encoded differently from the occur-
rence of the same visual word in a different region. This
trick allows to differentiate, for example, moons from pizzas,
since they have similar shapes but typically occur in differ-
ent portions of images depicting them. The visual space was
computed with VSEM4 (Bruni, Bordignon, Liska, Uijlings,
& Sergienya, 2013).

Acoustic space The acoustic space employs a Bag-of-
Audio-Words (BoAW) to build a representation of the target
concepts (Lopopolo & van Miltenburg, 2015) in terms of the
acoustic features of the sounds tagged with them. The input
data to this distributional model consists of different audio
recordings of natural sounds tagged with each target concept
(e.g., several dog barks for the concept DOG, several plane
rumbles for the concept AIRPLANE, and so on) in a large
database of sound recordings. We are interested in the seman-
tic information conveyed by natural sounds, not in the acous-
tic information contained in recordings of people uttering a
word, e.g. the phonetic string /dAg/ for the concept DOG.

The BoAW pipeline follows the same steps of the BoVW
method described above. An acoustic vocabulary is first
computed by clustering low level acoustic features (Mell-
frequency cepstral coefficients concatenated with log spectral
energy) extracted from a pool of training sounds for all the
target concepts. Clustering is performed using k-means and
the centroids of the clusters are chosen as the audio words of
the BoAW vocabulary. The obtained vocabulary is then used
to represent each single sound in the target sound set for each
concept as a count vector of how many times each audio word
is detected in the sound. Finally the sound-based representa-
tion of each target concept is obtained as the grand average
of all the sound-vectors that were tagged with that concept in
the sound database.

The concepts covered by both BLIND and SoundFX5

(Font, Roma, & Serra, 2013) (i.e. for which there are sounds
tagged with the concepts in the dataset) were 18. The number
of sounds tagged with these concepts in SoundFX is 336 (av-

3http://www.image-net.org
4http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/vsem/
5http://www.freesound.org/docs/api/

erage of 18.66 sounds per target). From the whole database,
1000 sounds were selected for training the audio vocabulary
(100 acoustic words). This set contained sounds both tagged
with the target concepts and with words not contained in the
target set. The reason for including sounds not tagged with
the target concepts is twofold. On the one hand, we judged
the number of sounds tagged with the targets too limited to
build an effective audio vocabulary. On the other hand, we
wanted to create a vocabulary that does not overfit the dataset
by employing just sounds representing the target concepts.

Experiments
Before running any experiment comparing perceptually de-
rived DSMs to gold standard feature norms, we computed the
correlation between the semantic spaces of blind and sighted
subjects. Since our aim is to look at how well perceptually de-
rived DSMs approximate norms-derived DSMs in blind and
sighted people, we have to make sure that the two groups en-
code semantic similarities differently, i.e. that semantic sim-
ilarities in the two groups do not strongly correlate. If that is
the case, any commonality between perceptually-derived and
norms-derived DSMs would be most likely caused by such
between-groups similarity rather than by the similar abil-
ity of the perceptually-grounded DSMs in approximating the
norms-derived DSMs.

The analysis adopted here is an adaptation of Representa-
tional Similarity Analysis (RSA, (Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Ban-
dettini, 2008)). RSA consists in comparing two models by
correlating the pairwise dissimilarity matrix of the stimuli
representations produced by each of them. This approach al-
lows to show the level of agreement in representing the same
set of stimuli by models constructed on very different princi-
ples and employing different feature sets. In the present study,
it allows us to compare the representations of the same set of
target concepts obtained from human generated feature norms
and perceptually grounded DSMs by comparing the pairwise
dissimilarity matrices computed on their semantic spaces.

To compute the between-groups correlations, we created
four different DSMs, using the targets for which the different
types of norms were produced by both groups and the union
of the sets of feature norms produced by the two groups. All
the possible unique pairs of targets were created (excluding
the pairs containing the same concept) and the cosine sim-
ilarity between the two concepts was computed. Cosine is
widely used as a measure of semantic relatedness since it
scales better than other geometric distances to situations in
which the magnitude of co-occurrence counts differs. Higher
cosines indicate stronger similarity between two concepts.
The cosines obtained across all possible concept pairs from
the two groups were finally compared and Spearman’s Rho
was computed between the two groups, as shown in Table 3.

We can see that when all norms are considered, the two
groups are very similar in the way concepts relate to each
other, suggesting that the congenital sensory deprivation does
not dramatically affect the semantic space. A possible rea-



Table 3: Features of norms-derived DSMs and between-
groups correlations.

Targets Features Spearman’s r
All 70 1584 0.847
Perceptual 62 187 0.701
Visual 49 92 0.717
Acoustic 18 42 0.449

son for this might be found in the importance language plays,
but it needs to be explored further. Comparing perceptually-
grounded DSMs to this set of norms would likely yield mean-
ingless results. Correlations decrease slightly when looking
at perceptual and visual norms, making it possible to eval-
uate how modality-specific perceptual information approxi-
mates the two spaces. When acoustic, human-generated fea-
ture norms are considered, the correlation further decreases,
making the comparison with a sound-based DSM even more
viable and meaningful and suggesting that this kind of infor-
mation plays a different role in the two groups.

Experiment 1
The aim of the first experiment is to explore how a perceptu-
ally grounded semantic representation (visual or acoustic) ap-
proximates the semantic representation of contexts in sighted
and blind people as derived from generally perceptual norms
and modality-specific norms.

To explore this issue in the visual domain, the following
semantic spaces were built:
– ImageNet space [39 targets6] created from ImageNet ac-
cording to the aforementioned procedure. The targets are
concepts from BLIND that are covered in ImageNet, irrespec-
tive of which norms were produced for them and by which
group of subjects.
– V(blind & perceptual) and V(blind & visual) [39 tar-
gets]: targets are concepts that are covered in ImageNet and
for which blind subjects produced norms tagged as generally
perceptual (92 features), and visual (48 features, all part of
the generally perceptual ones); dimensions consist of such
norms.
– V(sighted & perceptual) and V(sighted & visual) [39 tar-
gets]: targets are concepts that are covered in ImageNet and
for which sighted subjects produced norms tagged as gener-
ally perceptual (111 features), and visual (69 features, all part
of the generally perceptual ones); dimensions consist of such
norms.

The same procedure was followed for the acoustic side,
with the following semantic spaces being created:
– SoundFX space [18 targets] created from SoundFX ac-
cording to the previously described procedure. The targets
are concepts from BLIND that are covered in SoundFX, ir-

6The target concepts lawn and sea were not present in ImageNet
but were matached to the synsets garden and ocean given the strong
similarity between the two pairs

respectively of which norms were produced for them and by
which group of subjects.
– A(blind & perceptual) and A(blind & acoustic) [11 tar-
gets]: targets are concepts that are covered in SoundFX and
for which blind subjects produced norms tagged as generally
perceptual (67 features), and acoustic (18 features, all part
of the generally perceptual ones); dimensions consist of such
norms.
– A(sighted & perceptual) and A(sighted & acoustic) [14
targets]: targets are concepts that are covered in SoundFX and
for which sighted subjects produced norms tagged as gener-
ally perceptual (76 features), and acoustic (21 features, all
part of the generally perceptual ones); dimensions consist of
such norms.

For each space, the cosines between all the unique pairs
of target concepts were computed. The correlations (Spear-
man’s r) between the cosines computed for each norms-
derived DSM were compared to the perceptually-derived
cosines (visual space to visual norms, acoustic space to
acoustic norms), as shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Correlations (Spearman’s r) between perceptu-
ally grounded semantic spaces, and norms-derived DSMs in
sighted and congenitally blind subjects.

Group Norms ImageNet
space

SoundFX
space

Sighted perceptual 0.298 0.008
visual 0.284 .
acoustic . 0.077

Blind perceptual 0.282 0.223
visual 0.245 .
acoustic . -0.023

The most interesting, albeit weak, patterns emerging sug-
gest i) that visual information is generally better at ap-
proximating norms than acoustic information, ii) that visual
and acoustic information is better at approximating percep-
tual norms rather than modality-specific ones, and iii) that
sound-based DSMs correlates with generally perceptual fea-
ture norms elicited from blind subjects (r = 0.223), suggest-
ing that SoundFX might encode something more than purely
acoustic information, which in turn impacts semantic repre-
sentations in blind but not sighted subjects.

Experiment 2
Besides looking at how perceptually grounded DSMs approx-
imate perceptual, visual, and acoustic norms-derived DSMs,
we also analyzed how blind and sighted DSMs correlate with
perceptually grounded DSMs, both visual and acoustic.

For this experiment, the visual and acoustic spaces from
Experiment 1 were re-used. For the visual side, the following
spaces were created:
– visual & blind and visual & sighted [39 targets, 78 fea-



tures]: targets are the same from the visual side of Experi-
ment 1; dimensions consist of the union of the sets of visual
norms produced for the targets by blind and sighted subjects.

For the acoustic side, the following spaces were created:
– acoustic & blind and acoustic & sighted [7 targets, 26
features]: targets are concepts that are covered in SoundFX,
and for which both blind and sighted subjects produced norms
tagged as acoustic; dimensions consist of the union of the
sets of acoustic norms produced for the targets by blind and
sighted subjects.

Again, cosines similarities were computed for all the
unique pairs of concepts in each semantic space, and correla-
tions (Spearman’s r) were computed, as displayed in Table 5.

Table 5: Correlations (Spearman’s r) between modality-
specific perceptually grounded semantic spaces and
modality-specific norms-derived semantic spaces across
blind and sighted subjects.

Norms Group ImageNet
space

SoundFX
space

Visual blind 0.245 .
sighted 0.284 .

Acoustic blind . 0.115
sighted . 0.071

An interesting pattern emerges from these data: the infor-
mation extracted from images correlates better with feature
norms produced by sighted subjects, while the opposite is true
for the information extracted from sounds. The lack of first-
hand visual information seems to impact the semantic space
in two ways: the semantic space relies less on visual aspects
of concepts, but more on the acoustic information. This piece
of evidence contrasts sharply with amodal theories of seman-
tics (e.g., LSA, (Landauer & Dumais, 1997)), which would
predict no impact of sensory deprivation on underlying se-
mantics representations in blind people, neither by impair-
ing the encoding of visually salient features nor by enhanc-
ing that of acoustically salient features. Teasing apart visual
and acoustic information is particularly useful to appreciate
their role. As a matter of fact, the correlation between the
semantics spaces of blind and sighted subjects derived from
all feature norms is very high (see Table 3): this would lead
to conclude that they encode information similarly, while our
experiment suggests that there are relevant differences in the
relative importance of different perceptual modalities on the
overall pattern.

Another interesting result, surprising in the light of strong
embodiment (Gallese† & Lakoff, 2005) but that fits with
both weak and secondary embodiment (Simmons & Barsa-
lou, 2003; Mahon & Caramazza, 2008), is the fact that con-
cept similarities derived from images correlate with those de-
rived from visual feature norms in the blind group. This sug-
gests that something more than purely perceptual information

is used to shape semantic spaces in humans even when the at-
tention is restricted to visually salient concepts, and calls for
further research to assess what the role of modality-specific,
modality-general and a-modal information is in the organiza-
tion of human conceptual spaces.

Moreover, the fact that acoustic information extracted from
natural sounds better correlates with acoustic feature norms
listed by blind subjects than by sighted ones suggests that
congenital sensory deprivations might impact the relative im-
portance of different modalities. More research with congen-
itally deprived subjects along different perceptual modalities
can help understand what the role of compensatory effect is
and how it relates to different theories about embodiment of
semantic representations.

Our study aimed to show how recent advances in com-
putational modeling of semantic phenomena beyond purely
linguistic data can be fruitfully employed to comple-
ment research in cognitive psychology and neuroscience
(Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) and shed further light on concep-
tual representations. We acknowledge that the data we used
are limited and do not allow for strong conclusions to be
made: nonetheless, we contend that better resources should
be developed, with an eye on computational analyses of the
sort we showed here. We also plan on expanding on this line
of research, including linguistic information extracted from
large scale naturalistic corpora (Baroni, Murphy, Barbu, &
Poesio, 2010) and combining it with images and sounds to
disentangle the role of each of them. Finally, more advanced
architectures to extract semantic representations from percep-
tual data (Jia et al., 2014) might lead to better encode relevant
features from the visual and acoustic world into distributional
spaces and lead to more informative perceptual representa-
tions.

Conclusions
We have shown that it is possible to make use of several
newly developed tools to investigate the relation between se-
mantic organization, perceptual information, and sensory de-
privation. Our results shows that semantic information ex-
tracted from sounds better explains the concept similarities
derived from acoustic feature norms produced by blind sub-
jects than sighted ones, suggesting that compensatory effects
might play a role in sensory deprived subjects. Moreover, se-
mantic information extracted from images also correlate with
concept similarities in blind subjects, showing that they can
encode visually salient information regardless of their con-
genital deprivation. Taken together, these results support a
weak embodiment of semantic representations, as proposed
by Simmons and Barsalou (2003), where both abstractions
over a-modal symbols and perceptual information play a role.
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